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ZUM WASHING GEL 1,5 L
Recommended for any type of washing
machine and hand-wash.
It removes even the worst stains and dirt
even at low temperature.

TOP WASHING GEL 3 L
Recommended for any type of washing
machine and hand-wash.
It removes even the worst stains
and dirt even at low temperature.

HYPER OXY WHITENER FOR WHITE AND COLOR CLOTHES
WITHOUT CHLORINE 2 L

Chlorine-free whitener and stain remover which removes
even the worst stains and it is friendly to the fabric. By it's
active oxygen formula it is ideal for cleaning white and color
clothes as well.

HYPER WHITE BLEACH 1 L
Whitener with chlorine, to make clothes whiter and to remove stains.

TOP WASHING-UP LIQUID 1L
Pink flower, Blue cascade, Yellow sun
It effectively removes greasy dirt from dishes.
Effective dishwasher, leaves no drops, with skin
friendly additive.
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TOP WASHING-UP LIQUID 500 ml, 1L
Balm, Hygenic, Lemon
It effectively removes greasy dirt from
dishes. Effective dishwasher, leaves no
drops, with skin friendly additive.

ZUM WASHING-UP LIQUID 500 ml, 1L
Lemon, Aloe vera balm
It effectively removes greasy dirt from dishes.
Effective dishwasher, leaves no drops, with
skin friendly additive.

ADVANCED!

ZUM ANTISEPTIC WASHING-UP LIQUID 1L, 5L
After at least 5 minutes-long dish washing, rinse with
plenty of water! It provides shiny and clean dishes.
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ZUM LIQUID CLEANER 500 ML
Liquid cleaner for bath tubs, tiles and dishes without leaving
scratches.

ZUM KITCHEN CLEANER 3 IN 1 WITH FOAM SPRAYER
500 ML
Due to its high-quality cleaning effect, it is effective against
water deposits.

ZUM OVEN CLEANER 750 ML WITH PUMP
It removes oily, greasy dirt from cooking-stove,
grill station, kitchen facilities and alkali resistant
surfaces.

HYPER GLASS WINDOW CLEANER
1 L REFILL
Effective cleaner for glass surfaces
(window, mirror).
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ZUM WINDOW CLEANER 500 ML with pump/refill
Effective cleaner for glass surfaces (window, mirror).

KATA WINDOW CLEANER 500 ML with pump/refill
Effective cleaner for glass surfaces (window, mirror).

ZUM BATHROOM CLEANER 500 ML
This high quality cleaning foam effechtively removes limescale
and soap deposits.

ZUM GENERAL CLEANER 500 ML/1 L
Use it in the kitchen and bathroom, from the floor to the ceiling.
Cleans deodorises and removes scale.

ZUM UNIVERSAL CLEANER 750 ML
It effectively removes dirt from the floor
and any washable surface.
It leaves fresh fragrance in the air.

NEW SCENTS: ÍRIS BLOSSOM and
CITRUS & ROSE
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DYMOSEPT DISINFECTANT CLEANER 750
ML
Effective disinfectant with chloride against bacteria
and unpleasant odour. For cleaning and disinfecting of disinfecting washable.

DYMOSEPT PLUS DISINFECTANT CLEANER 750 ML
Attribution: Liquid disinfectant with pine fragrance
Application: For cleaning and disinfecting washable surfaces. For residential
and professional use.
Suggested
use: Spray
gg
p the formulation on the surface to be disinfected so as
to keep untreated parts.

DYMOSEPT DISINFECTANT WITH PUMP 500 ML
Attribution: Liquid disinfectant with pine fragrance
Application: For cleaning and disinfecting washable surfaces. For residential
and professional use.
Suggested use: Spray the formulation on the surface to be
disinfected so as to keep untreated parts. Exposure time 15 minutes.

DYSEPT 100 ALCOHOL-BASED
SURFACE DISINFECTANT 500 ML
Application areas: for disinfection of alcohol-resistant surfaces.
Use for disinfection of alcohol-resistant surfaces in kitchens (e.g. sink,
countertop, table, tiles, drip tray, waste bin, refrigerator), bathrooms (e.g. in the toilet
bowl and around it, sanitary equipment, washbasin, bathtub, shower cubicle, tiles)
and for other alcohol-resistant surfaces (e.g. door handles, computer accessories,
telephones). Test it on a less visible surface prior to application.
Directions for use, concentration upon application, contact time:
Use the concentrated product without any dilution. Apply the disinfectant by spraying on the surface to be disinfected. Spray the product smoothly on the surface from
a distance of approx. 20-30 cm or by using a wipe impregnated with the product. Do
not leave any areas untreated. Contact time: minimum 5 minutes. Let the disinfectant
air-dry on the surface, or if necessary, rinse the surface with clean water after the
contact time expires. Electrical equipment can be disinfected only after de-energizing.
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HYPER TOILET CLEANER 750 ML
Effectively removes scale, rust and dirt, leaves
nothing but fresh fragrance.
Use it regularly to protect against the formation
of scale and rust.

DYMOL TOILET OIL WITH BERRIES TOUCH
CH
500ml
0ml
ant
Keeps the toilet bowl clean, and leaves a pleasant
fragrance in the room.
om.
Usage: Spray the toilet oil into the bowl
owl
by pumping it 2 to 3 times.
es.

ZUM ANTISCALE 500 ML/1 L
It cleans and removes scale from taps, utensils made of
stainless steel, glass surfaces, tiles, faiences.

ZUM ANTISCALE FOR HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES 1 L
It cleans and safely removes stains from coffee and tea makers,
automatic washing machines, fountains, water vapor machines,
other household machines, tiles and plastic surfaces.

ZUM DRAIN CLEANER 1 L
Effectively removes organic dirt and soap from kitchen and bathroom drains
and siphons. It protects your drain against clogs and provides the flowing of
water.
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ZUM MOULD KILLER 750 ML
It removes mould and fungi from tiles, sealing materials, grouts,
white walls and corners.

ZUM FURNITURE POLISH SPRAY 300 ML
Effective protection of mat and varnished surfaces.

NEW!
ODY AIR FRESHENER 300 ML
L
Environment friendly product withoutt
propellant. It refreshes the air and leavess
nice fragrance in the living place, kitchen or
toilet. Use the pump once or twice to reach
h
the desired effect.t.

HÜTI BAD ODOUR ABSORBER FOR FRIDGE
It neutralizes the smell of food and fridge odour absorber.
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WELL LIQUID SOAP
Liquid soap with excellent cleaning
effect, skin friendly pH, recommended
for all skin types.

WELL2YOU LIQUID SOAP 500 ML PUMP
Liquid soap with excellent cleaning effect, skin friendly pH,
recommended for all skin types.

NEW!

WELL SHOWER GEL 1 L
A shower gel which gently cleans and nourishes the skin,
skin-friendly pH.

WELL BATH FOAM 1 L
It ensures pleasant, soft touch for the skin. It has skin
friendly pH.

WELL SHAMPOO 1 L
It is recommended for all hair types. It cleans hair softly by its
ingredients, nourishes the scalp. One type was developed
especially for children.
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